Right ventricular dysfunction is one of the more common causes of heart failure in patients with congenital heart defects. Use of computer-assisted procedures is becoming more popular in clinical decision making process and computer-aided surgeries. A 3D in vivo MRI-based RV/LV combination model with fluid-structure interaction (FSI), RV-LV interaction, and RV-patch interaction was introduced to perform mechanical analysis for human right ventricle with potential clinical applications. Patient-specific RV/LV morphologies were acquired by using planar tagged MRI. The 3D RV/LV FSI model was solved using a commercial finite element package ADINA. Our results indicated that flow and stress/strain distributions in the right ventricle are closely related to RV morphology, material properties and blood pressure conditions. Patches with material properties better matching RV tissue properties and smaller size lead to better RV function recoveries. Computational RV volumes showed very good agreement with MRI data (error <3%). More patient studies are needed to establish baseline database so that computational simulations can be used to replace empirical and often risky clinical experimentation to examine the efficiency and suitability of various reconstructive procedures in diseased hearts and optimal design can be found.
Introduction
Heart disease is the number one killer in the United States. Heart attacks kill nearly a million Americans a year -rich and poor, the famous and the forgotten. In fact, cardiovascular disease is so common that 64 million Americans suffer from some form of it (and 39 million of these people are age 65 or younger). Right ventricular dysfunction is one of the more common causes of heart failure in patients with congenital heart defects. Computational modeling and medical imaging technologies have made considerable advances in biological and clinical research in recent years [1, 5, 12, 13] . Use of computer-assisted procedures is becoming more and more popular in clinical decision making process and computer-aided surgeries. Early 3D models for blood flow in the heart include Peskin's model which introduced fiber-based LV model and the celebrated immersed boundary method to study blood flow features in an idealized geometry with fluid-structure interactions [9] . More recent efforts included MRI-based fluidonly or structure-only 3D models and some basic flow and stress/strain behaviors were investigated [10, 11, 15] . McCulloch et al. provided an excellent review and also performed extensive research for 3D ventricular geometry and myofiber architecture of the rabbit heart. Their work included experimental and modeling studies of 3D cardiac mechanics and electrophysiology [8, 14, 15] . In a special issue, Westerhof and papers cited in the editorial provided up-to-date reviews for various aspects of cardiovascular research including clinical significance of local stress/strain analysis and material parameter sensitivity analysis using ventricular models [16] . Due to the complexity of human heart structure and difficulties involved in acquiring human heart data and building models with both flow and structure included, patient-specific heart models with fluidstructure interactions (FSI) are still lacking in the literature.
In this paper, a 3D MRI-based patient-specific FSI model for human right ventricle (RV) was introduced to analyze flow and structure stress/strain distributions and assess RV functions for optimal surgery design. The left ventricle (LV) was included in our model (therefore it is called a RV/LV combination model) so that the RV structure can be set in a more realistic supporting environment and RV-LV interactions can be investigated when patient data becomes available. Different patches were put on the RV to evaluate their effects on 3D blood flow velocity, pressure, and detailed stress/strain distributions in the right ventricle. The RV/LV FSI model was solved by ADINA (ADINA R&D, Watertown, MA), a commercial finite element package which is especially suitable for problems with fluid-structure interactions and large strain and deformations. Based on the solutions, mechanical analysis was performed to analyze cardiac functions of the right ventricle. This computational simulation could be used to replace empirical and often risky clinical experimentation to examine the efficiency and suitability of various reconstructive procedures in diseased hearts so that optimal design could be found. Our final goal is to apply this methodology in computer-aided cardiac surgery planning to reach optimal design in patients with right ventricular dysfunction from congenital heart defects.
Models and methods
RV/LV morphology of a healthy human volunteer was acquired by using planar tagged MRI. Segmentation and 3D motion reconstruction were performed following procedures described in [5] . Ten positions of the RV/LV were acquired during one cardiac cycle, with each position containing 10-14 planar slices. 3D geometry of the RV/LV combination and computational mesh were constructed following the procedures in [12] . Fig. 1 shows a figure of a human heart, segmented MRI contour plot of a right ventricle, RV valve positions and 3D FE mesh, and the reconstructed 3D geometry of the RV/LV combination model. The RV/LV material was assumed to be hyperelas- tic, isotropic, nearly-incompressible and homogeneous. The nonlinear Mooney-Rivlin model was used to describe the nonlinear material properties of the muscle with parameters chosen to match experimental data available [6, 11] . The strain energy function for the modified Mooney-Rivlin model is given by [2, 11] :
where I 1 and I 2 are the first and second strain invariants,
is current position, (a i ) is original position, c i and D i are material parameters chosen to match experimental measurements [6, 11] . The 3D stress/ strain relations can be obtained by finding various partial derivatives of the strain energy function with respect to proper variables (strain or stretch components). In particular, setting material density q = 1 g cm À3 and assuming,
where k 1 , k 2 and k 3 are stretch ratios in the (x, y, z) directions respectively, the uni-axial stress/stretch relation for an isotropic material is obtained from Eq. (1),
The parameter values and stress-stretch curves fitting the experimental data are given by Fig. 2 . For problems with moving meshes, the physical observation that conservation of flux is needed is important; and indeed for mass and momentum on the mesh as the mesh changes or the nodes change positions. This requirement is well fulfilled using the FCBI elements and the FSI formulation in ADINA. Details of FCBI elements and the techniques achieving conservation of flux can be found fro [3, 4] .
Blood flow in the right ventricle was assumed to be laminar, Newtonian, viscous and incompressible. The NavierStokes equations with ALE formulation were used as the governing equations. Computational pressure conditions were prescribed at the tricuspid (inlet) and pulmonary (outlet) valves matching recorded experimental data [7] . The recorded and imposed numerical pressure conditions are given in Fig. 3 . To simplify the computational model, the cardiac cycle was split into two phases:
(a) The filling phase when blood was flowing into RV, the inlet was kept open and the outlet was closed. (b) The ejection phase when blood was ejected out of RV, the outlet was kept open and the inlet was closed. When the inlet or outlet was closed, flow velocity was set zero at the valve and pressure was left unspecified:
Blood flow in LV was not included in our model to reduce the size of the computational code and total CPU time. A uniform pressure was specified inside LV to keep its shape. No-slip boundary conditions and natural force boundary conditions [2] were specified at all interfaces to couple fluid, RV, LV, and the patch models together. Fig. 4 shows a RV with patches put at a location below the pulmonary valve (outlet) which is where a patch is needed associated with pulmonary valve replacement surgeries. The location, size and shape of a patch on the right ventricle were designed based on experience and guidance from Dr. Del Nido, a cardiovascular surgeon with 20 years of experience and practice. The modified Mooney-Rivlin model was also used for the patch material with parameters adjusted to reflect the stiffness variations.
The fully-coupled RV/LV FSI model which consists of the fluid model, RV, LV, and patch models and all the associated boundary conditions and material constitutive laws were solved by ADINA using unstructured finite elements and the Newton-Raphson iteration method. ADINA uses nonlinear incremental iterative procedures to handle fluid-structure interactions. ADINA has been tested by hundreds of real-life applications and has been used by Tang to solve many FSI models. Details for the models and solution methods are given in [2, 4, 12] .
Results
Our simulation cycle actually starts when RV has its smallest volume corresponding to the minimum inlet pressure (t = 480 ms). As the inlet pressure increases (inlet is kept open), blood fills into RV and its volume increases. When time comes to the ''switch'' point, tricuspid valve (inlet) closes and pulmonary valve (outlet) opens up. Blood gets ejected out and RV volume decreases. That completes the cycle. While the mechanism driving the RV motion in our model is different from the real heart, we can still make the simulated RV motion, deformation, and fluid flow to match measured patient-specific data with proper pressure conditions and material parameters. Simulations were conducted under various pressure and material conditions, with variations in patch geometry and stiffness to investigate their effects on RV functions.
Baseline solutions from the RV/LV FSI model without patch
Preliminary results from our baseline RV/LV FSI model without patch are given below to demonstrate the basic features of the solutions. While the entire 3D solution domain will need to be carefully searched to seek and identify critical information which may be useful in surgical planning and surgery optimization, Figs. 5a-b show the position of a cut-surface chosen to present our results in this paper. Since 3D solutions have complex behaviors, using selected cut-surfaces to show results is common. Figs. 5c-f give some interesting flow patterns in the filling-ejection cycle. At t = 0.1 s, the pressure gradient is small, filling is slow. As the pressure gradient increases, flow velocity at the inlet increases which drives the flow in the RV and two vortices are observed (t = 0.35 s). When the inlet closes and outlet just opens up (t = 0.37 s), another vortex forms near the inlet and flow starts to eject from the outlet. At t = 0.39 s, ejection becomes stronger. Fig. 6 gives pressure contour plots on the cut-surface corresponding to the velocity plots given by Fig. 5 . At t = 0.1 s, maximum pressure is found at the inlet. Minimum pressure was found at the inlet when it was closed and ejected started. At t = 0.39 s, minimum pressure was found at the outlet as ejection continued.
Stress/strain distributions on the transverse view as well as on the inner surface of the cut portion corresponding to both maximum and minimum pressure conditions are given by Fig. 7 . The figures were flipped horizontally so (Figs. 7b-c and e-f ) and where surface curvature was large (see Figs. 7a and d) . Maximum of the maximum principal stress distribution (Stress-P 1 ) from Fig. 7b is 33 times higher than that from Fig. 7e . Maximum Strain-P 1 (maximum principal strain) from Fig. 7c is almost three times of the maximum Strain-P 1 value from Fig. 7f . The large variation of stress/strain values indicates that there are a lot of information contained in the stress/strain distributions with the potential to be used for mechanical analysis of patch design and RV function analysis. Fig. 4 gave a drawing of a diseased RV with scar tissues and a patch (Fig. 4a) and a computational patch model with patch at a similar location (Fig. 4c) . The patch material was made 10 times stiffer than the RV muscle material. Our results indicated that flow patterns and pressure distributions in the patched RV were similar to that in the RV without patch, with reduced total RV volume variations. Fig. 8 gives Stress-P 1 and Strain-P 1 distributions obtained from the patched FSI model indicating that the maximum of Stress-P 1 on the cut-surface is about 37% lower than that from the RV without patch. Maximum Strain-P 1 is also slightly lower (about 5% lower). These results indicate that the maximum-value approach may not lead to critical information needed to analyze the effects of a patch on RV functions and mechanical conditions. Using a critical site tracking (CST) method introduced in our atherosclerotic plaque mechanical analysis and assessment [13] , we turn our attention to local stress/strain behaviors in the RV. This critical site tracking method reduces the 3D data mining to stress/strain analysis at selected sites and may be computationally essential in the process of identifying critical stress/strain information useful for patch design and optimization. Six locations (see Fig. 9e ) were selected to track stress/strain variations, with 4 sites located at the 4 sides of the patch (X1-X4), and 1site at the center of the patch (X5), and one site near the maximum Strain-P 1 location (X6). Fig. 6 gives Stress-P 1 and Strain-P 1 tracked at the six selected sites from the no-patch model and the patch model over a cardiac cycle providing local stress/strain behaviors. Differences of stress/strain variations at different locations can be as much as 1000% (10 times) in one cardiac cycle giving rich information for RV and patch analysis and assessment. Stress/strain behaviors are closely related to RV geometry, valve locations, patch size, location and stiffness parameters.
The patched RV/LV FSI model

RV cardiac function analysis, RV volume and ejection fractions
The main function of the heart is to provide blood to human body. Two major measures of RV functions are its volume variations and ejection fractions. Stroke volume (SV) and ejection fraction (EF) are defined as:
where RVEDV = RV diastolic (maximal) volume and RVESV = RV systolic (minimal) volume. Simulations were conducted for five cases: Case 1, the baseline model without a patch, the healthy RV; Case 2, RV with scar tissue and old patch as shown by Fig. 4a (illustrative) , the diseased RV needing surgery. Patch and scar stiffness were chosen to be 10 and five times of that of RV tissue, respectively. Scar tissue material was made stiffer reflecting its loss of contractibility; Case 3, RV with a new patch (Fig. 4b) ; Case 4, RV with a smaller patch (Fig. 4c) ; Case 5, RV with a softer patch better matching RV tissue compliance, patch shape is the same as in Case 2, patch stiffness is only two times stiffer than RV tissue. SV, EF values and their relative improvements with different patches are listed in Table 1 . The time-dependent RV volume curves for the 5 Fig. 9 . Stress-P 1 and Strain-P 1 tracked at six selected sites from the no-patch model and the patch model over a cardiac cycle providing local stress/strain behaviors. Differences of stress/strain variations at different locations can be as much as 1000% (10 times) in one cardiac cycle giving rich information for RV and patch analysis and assessment. cases are compared in Fig. 10 . Our results indicate that the healthy RV has the highest SV and EF, followed by the soft patch, small patch, the large patch case, and the pre-operative case with scar tissue/patch. From these computations we concluded that and RV patch of smaller size and material compliance closer to RV tissue leads to greater improvements in RV function. The soft patch resulted in an impressive 72% EF and 71% SV relative recovery rate, respectively. These results (verifiable by MRI data, see Section 3.4) provide clear measurement of critical RV function indices, and give initial evidence that the proposed surgical procedures and modeling approach may lead to realistic improvement of RV cardiac function following RV remodeling surgery. The results should be interpreted very carefully with consideration given to our FSI model assumptions. More will be given in the discussion section.
Patient-specific studies and model validation by MRI data
Initial model validation was performed using patientspecific RV/LV morphology, pressure and RV volume data obtained by cardiac MR data (NIH project 5P50HL074734, PI -Geva, Tal; Co-Investigator -del Nido). Fig. 11 gives the RV/LV contours, reconstructed geometries, locations of patch and scar, specified pressure and comparison of computational and CMR volume curves. The agreement is very impressive (error <3%).
Discussion
Model limitations and possible future improvements
This is our first step to introduce fluid-structure interactions into patient-specific RV/LV/Patch models aimed for computer-aided surgical design and optimization. Several improvements can be added to our models if needed for better accuracy and applicability: (a) Valve mechanics and pulmonary regurgitation. While exact valve motion and mechanics are not included in the current model, the valve opening/closing can be controlled and adjusted to simulate pulmonary regurgitation. Our model can be adjusted so that the outlet can be made partially open in the diastole period with proper pressure conditions specified to reach measured flow and RV volume variation data. (b) Fiber orientation and anisotropic models. Patient-specific fiber orientation data cannot be measured with the current technology. However, single and multi-layer (epicardium, mid-layer, and endocardium) anisotropic models could be introduced to seek possible improvement in computational prediction accuracies. ADINA has the option for anisotropic models so switching to single-layer anisotropic model will have a bearable cost (modeling effort and computing time). Anisotropic material models could be used for each layer to account for fiber orientations. It should be noted that this will lead to increased model complexity and computational cost, especially for multi-layer models. We expect that our current model and the anisotropic models would be at similar accuracy level for RV stroke volume and ejection fraction calculations since model parameters and specified conditions have to be adjusted for both models to fit CMR volume data. The potential gains and associated cost are controversial issues and it is not clear whether we have compelling reasons to adopt anisotropic models for our clinical-oriented purposes. (c) Active contraction model. One way to add active contraction into our model is to introduce an external force field which is tied with fiber structure and orientations. Measurement and validation of the external force field are not currently available. We expect that the SV and EF predictions by our current model and a heart model including active contractions would again be at the same accuracy level. With the above discussions, it is reasonable to use our current model in our RV remodeling optimization process. However, we are prepared to adjust our models if necessary for further improvements.
Accuracy of in vivo measurements of RV morphology and flow data is limited with current technology. That has considerable effect on the accuracy of computational results and analysis. Clinical experience of cardiac surgeons will be important and caution should be exercised when interpreting the computational predictions.
Next step: patient-specific modeling for optimal surgery design
Patient-specific 3D MRI-based RV/LV/Patch combination models with fluid-structure interactions will be used to assess and optimize RV remodeling surgical procedures and RV outflow patch design with the ultimate goal of improving recovery of RV function after surgery. The designing procedures require four steps: (a) Upon receiving pre-operative data, a pre-operation model will be constructed. Patient-specific material parameters will be determined using measured RV pressure and volume data so that computational and CMR volume data reach good agreement (see Fig. 11 ). (b) Using the patient-specific model validated by pre-operation data and with guidance from Dr. del Nido, different patch models will be constructed to make predictions for post-operation outcome. (c) Computational mechanical analysis and predicted RV cardiac function improvements will be provided to Drs. del Nido and Geva for their consideration in their surgical procedure design. (d) Post-operative data will be obtained from the same patient six months after the operation to serve as short-term validation of the proposed surgical procedures. The predictive model will be adjusted (morphology, material properties, patch and scar information, pressure conditions) to improve the accuracy of computational predictions. Clinical observations and post-surgery patient recovery record will be the ultimate gold standard for validation of computational assessment and predictions. Clinical relevance and the meaning of computational findings need to be established based on large scale comparative patient studies and follow-up observations. This paper is presenting a model with the potential to be used in such clinical studies.
Conclusions
An in vivo MRI-based RV/LV combination model with fluid-structure, RV-LV, and RV-patch interactions was introduced to perform mechanical analysis for human right ventricle with potential clinical applications. Our preliminary results indicated that flow and stress/strain distributions in the right ventricle are closely related to RV morphology, material properties and patient blood flow/ pressure conditions. Computational and CMR-measured RV volumes and ejection fractions have very good agreement (RV volume error <3%) which shows the potential predicting power of the model. More patient studies are needed to establish reasonable baseline database so that computational results can be interpreted correctly and used in patient-specific surgical planning.
